
Imagine 3 times more dense conditions
than what you're used to.

Cost of living 3 times higher than now.

Congested/unusable traffic 6 hours a day

Invasive vertical traffic: drones

Slum-ification of cities

Street noise = can't hear people talk.

Safety on street uncertain.

Garbage disposal inefficient.

What is private space like now?
Rooms, partitions, cubicles?

Interior or furniture ideas?

What is public space like?

Open spaces: squares, markets

Closed spaces: theatres, libraries...

Urban furniture and accerories?

How is city organized?

Vertical zoning 

Roo op gardens? Helipads?

Living

Lower floor: Commercial

Horizontal zoning Residential vs. commercial areas?

Zoning in time Space changes use during the day

Think of different scales/sizes, but ideally with emphasis on a human scale

Social consequences

Community / neighbors relationships

Education and child care

Family relationships (who's living with whom)?

Extreme users:

People with disabilities.

Homeless

Babies, children.

Pets, in home, on street.

Transit/Transport

Commute home/work Will we need and WANT to travel?

Distribution of food

Shopping (and/or delivery)

HOW TO
Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Much colder scenario?

Much hotter scenario?

High sea levels?

Lack of drinking water?

Desertification of land.

Disasters: hurricans, sand storms.

Under the killing Sun.

Design of homes / apartments

Zones of extra protection (cocoons)?

Using facades as refrigerator?

Water storage systems?

New type of home appliances?

Design of building

Closing the facades and orientation towards inside closed atrium?

Floating homes (fixed or traveling)

Igloo skyscrapers?

Dune cities?

Think of different scales/sizes, but ideally with emphasis on a human scale

Cities

Elevated streets and walkways?

Ground floor waterways?

Floating cities or parts of cities (ie. Bangkok market)

Commute home/work

Changing the transportation method (bus/metro/bike)

Amphibian skateboards?

Submarine subways?

Fashion

Portable water storage? Or water recycling (yikes!)? 

Transformable robe for 4-seasons-in-one-day situations

Sun protection gadgets and accesories

Luxury (new scarcity) ?

Society
Using water instead of money.

Security concerns

Energy collection and transport
Windmills catching high winds between tall buildings

Personal solar collection

HOW TO
Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Garbage overwhelming sea and land

Landscapes are all artificial

Making nature more beautiful.

Design your own pet

Resurrecting extinct species

Growing meat without animals

Redefinition of term "what is natural"?

Home

Plants / flower decoration?

Pets?

Miniature dinosaur pet toys?

Design your own

City

Role of parks, especially "english park"?

Micro-parks?
Facades, roofs, underside of overpasses

Inside of vehicles

Urban furniture
Trees that grow into benches

Bioluminescent trees provide lighting

Garbage disposal/recycling?

Fusion of natural and artificial fauna
Birds and drones

Insects and micro-drones

Biomimicry design Buildings that fuse with giant trees for firmer roots

Tourism

Romantic escapades into "nature"

Health and fitness, new urban hikes?

Wonders of nature becomes like zoo?

Domesticated wild-life.

Food?

New cultural and aesthetic norms for
tasty (or at least acceptable) food.

Making insects a desirable food.

Gourmet artificial meat.

New home appliances for growing plant- and animal-based food.

Social

Escapists / the future of hippies

Copyright on animal design.

Copyrighted artificial animal species.

HOW TO
Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Affordable immersive VR tech.

Sounds and visuals

Wireless portable devices.

What would virtual architecture look like?

No gravity

What elements would define new architectural styles?

What ARE the needs (ie. instad of of new gravity)

Simulate or expand into something new?

Real-life enclosures

Mixing the VR and reality, ie. VR gym?

VR sports arena?

VR in real public spaces (and why?!)

Entertainment
Auto-adaptive media Media that constantly scans our brain and changes accordingly.

Auto-addiction mechanism in media. Game that observes the brain and disconnects when
things become addictive

Art

New art form?

How would a virtual gallery really look like?

What would virtual artistic tool look like?

Socializing
VR Party

VR intimacy

How would we stimulate all senses?

Scents

Touches

Taste

How would we visualize new senses?

Magnetic fields

Electromagnetic charges

What do we do with these new senses?

HOW TO
Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Babies can be designed to have desired traits.

Artificial limbs more efficient than natural ones.

Car mechanic approach to medicine.

Every 10 years, life expectancy raising 11 years.

Growing organs from our own cells.

Cloning for organ harvesting.

Enhanced senses : distance hearing, sonar hearing, night vision, zoom in

New senses: Magnetic currents (like birds), electromagnetic charges.

What would you like to enhance artificially?

The meaning of health/fitness? Will we safely eat junk food?

The meaning of sports/athletics?

Home design

do we carry protection with us?

live under water, or in space?

meaning of windows, walls, rooms:
we can hear around the walls or turn off the senses if we want.

Where do our clones live?

Furniture design?
Part of us?

Adoptable for bigger diversity of body sizes and shapes?

Family?
Children as a property vs. genetic prosperity.

Tweaking / hacking unruly children.

Will rich people become superior race?

Crime protection - Robocops?

Gadget incorporated?

Power tools

Pleasure inducing gadgets.

Personal city transport.

Legal protection for clones.

Genetic information can be copyright-ed.

Escapists: How do people who  choose not to modify live?

HOW TO

Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Artificial body parts are the new normal.

Artificial body parts are affordable.

Body plug-in accessories

Age can easily be concealed

Health issues can either be cured or concealed

Imagine rock start/actor/media star of the future.

Changes: future Bowie or Madonna?

Fashion magazine cover 2030

Fitness magazine cover 2030

Celebrity fans - look alike copies?
Who's original?

Paparazzi confusion?

Make up?

Fashion

Clothes for great variety of body sizes and shapes

Fashionable prostethis

What are the future luxury fashion like? What's scarce, difficult to obtain?

Future of narcissism Future selfie? Project on facades?

Aesthetic and symbolic additions

Tatoos?

Growing customizable body hair patterns

Growing skin attachments

Beauty of experience
Aging

Scars

Switchable gender?

HOW TO
Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Photographic memory uploaded to cloud is affordable.

Intellect augmentation (up to 100) times is affordable

By outsourcing to cloud/computer.

Real-time multi-lingual translation.

Psychotropic emotion hacking.

Physical limitations of brain remain the same.

Art & Creativity

Poetry translations?

Will everyone be creative?

How are creative ideas evaluated/realized?

Value of crafstmanship and mastery (ie. music)?

Potential problems?

Can we chose to delete/forget things, and how?

Thinking disorders  due to brain overload?

How do we keep secrets?

Stimulation threshold too high > boredom, depression?

Memory stealing /hacking...

... or sharing into a collective consciousness?

Will Crowdthinking be a thing?

Education

How do we choose what to learn?

How DO we learn?

Individually

Value of institutions (schools)?

What are schools like?

How do we learn language? What's your native language?

Interface design?

How do we visualize information search?

How would our brain-enhacing operating system look like?

What kind of physical interface we would need? Chips with buttons?!

Artificial intelligent life?

Physical manifestation: do they have body?

How do they replicate?

How do they evolve?

HOW TO

Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.



Everything we talked so far.

Scarce resources, crowded living.

Artificial nature.

Virtual and real.

Upgradable body.

Upgradable intellect.

Work

What new meaningful jobs may?

What new junk jobs may be?

Meaning of leisure

Physical or virtual?

Challenges?

Relationships

How do we become friends, and what's keeping us friends?

What's the future party like?

Love a er tinder.

Where/how to find partners?

How to recognize partners?

What's the pickup line?

Living together - are distant relationships norm?

What's family life like? Family reunion / holidays.

HOW TO

Try imagining simple life situations and write them as brief one-sentence stories.
Imagine how a simple thing you do today would work in these new conditions.
Focus on how things work and how people feel, rather than shape/design.


